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Output

There are two straightforward ways of getting output from 

MATLAB:

 Entering a variable name, assignment, or expression on 

the command line, without a semicolon.

 Using the disp statement

>> a=[1 2 3]; <Enter>
>> disp(a) <Enter>

>> disp(‘The answer is ’) <Enter>
>> disp(a); <Enter>

>> disp( [ ‘The answer is ‘, num2str(a) ] ) <Enter>



More on output

To control exactly what your output looks like, you should 
use the fprintf function. Otherwise, you can stay with disp.

fprintf allows you to mix strings and numbers freely on the 
same line and to completely control formatting 

fprintf( ‘format string’ , list of variables)

>> s=[18 17 14 16 15 18];
>> fprintf( ‘mean: %4.2f  max: %i \n’, mean(s), max(s) );
>> fprintf( ‘mean: %4.2f \t max: %i \n’, mean(s), max(s) );



>> x=[0:0.1:1];
>> y=[x; exp(x)];
>> fprintf( ‘%6.2f \t exp: %12.8f \n’, y );

>> site = ‘ “http://www.iasbs.ac.ir” ‘;
>> title = ‘IASBS homepage’;

>> fprintf(['<a href = ' site '>' title '</a>’ ])

%4.2f means fixed-point over 4 columns altogether 
(including the decimal point and a possible minus sign), 
with 2 decimal places.

More on output



Input statement

The input statement provides a more flexible way of getting 

data into a program. It allows you to enter data while a 

script is running.

a = input( ‘ please input first element: ‘ );
b = input( ‘ please input increment    : ‘ );
c = input( ‘ please input last element : ‘ );
x = [a:b:c]

variable = input( ‘ prompt ’ );

variable = input( ‘ prompt’ ,’s’
);



repeats using forfor

In general the most common form of the for loop (for use in 

a program, not on the command line) is:

for index = j :k
statements

end

for index = j :k; statements; end

>> a=2;
>> for i = 1:3;a=a/2; end <Enter>



repeats using forfor

If you have written a for loop that involves the index of the 

loop in an expression, it may be possible to vectorize the 

expression, as the following examples show.

s = 0;
t0 = clock;
for n = 1:1000000

s=s+1/n^2;
end
etime(clock, t0)

n=1:1000000;
t0 = clock; 
s = sum(1./n.^2)
etime(clock, t0)

n=1:1000000;
tic 
s = sum(1./n.^2)
toc



Decisions

MATLAB has to make a decision. The if construct, which is 
fundamental to all computing languages, is the basis of 
such decision making.

if condition
statements

end

if condition statements; end Operator Meaning

< Less than

<= Less than or equal

== Equal to

~= Not equal to

> Greater than

>= Greater than or equal

a=rand
if  a > 0.5

disp(‘greater’)
end



Decisions

if condition
statementsA

else
statementsB

end

a=rand
if  a > 0.5

disp(‘greater’)
else

disp(‘smaller’)
end

a=rand
if  a <= 0.2

disp(‘small’)
elseif a <= 0.5

disp(‘medium’)
else

disp(‘high’)
end



Logical operators

More complicated logical expressions can be constructed 

using the three logical operators: & (and), | (or), and ˜ (not).

a=rand
b=rand
if  a <= 0.2 & b<=0.2

disp(‘both of them are smaller than 0.2’)
elseif a <= 0.2 | b<=0.2

disp(‘one of them is smaller than 0.2’)
else

disp(‘both of them are greater than 0.2’)
end



Decision using switchswitch

switch executes certain statements based on the value of a 
variable or expression:

switch expression
case conditionsA

Statements
case conditionsB

Statements
otherwise

Statements
end

d = floor(10*rand);
switch d

case {2,4,6,8,10}
disp(‘Even’)

case {1,3,5,7,9}
disp(‘Odd’)

otherwise
disp(‘Zero’)

end



>> zeros(3,4) <Enter>
>> ones(2,3) <Enter>

>> eye(3) <Enter>
>> diag([1 2;4 5]) <Enter>
>> trace([1 2;4 5]) <Enter>
>> det([1 2;4 5]) <Enter>

More common functions

A short list of some of the more common functions are 

listed below:

>> a=cumsum(1:4) <Enter>
a =

1    3    6   10

>> mean(a) <Enter>
>> min(a) <Enter>
>> max(a) <Enter>
>> prod(a) <Enter>
>> rand <Enter>
>> rand(2,3) <Enter>



Programming style

Many responsible programmers believe it is extremely important to 

develop the programs that are well laid out, with all the logic clearly 

described. Here are some hints to improve your programming style:

 You should make liberal use of comments at the beginning.

 The meaning of each variable should be described briefly.

 Blank lines should be freely used to separate sections of coding.

 Coding inside structures (fors, ifs, whiles) should be indented.

 Blank spaces should be used in expressions to make them more 

readable



Exercise 2

Write an m-file to calculate factorial 
(n!).
Input: n output: n!

Write an m-file to find the roots of a 
quadratic equation:
aX2+bX+c=0
Input: a,b,c output: X

Note: Do not use solve function


